SOLON BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Sir Troy’s Toy Kingdom
6025 Kruse Dr. #159
sirtroys.com

Bell Hopscotch from Calico Critters and
other popular characters attended the
Grand Opening celebration.

When did you open your business in Solon?
We officially opened for business on October 24, 2021.

Why did you choose to locate in Solon?
We selected Solon for our third location because we feel
the parents in this community would value the quality
imagination-powered toys that Sir Troy’s Toy Kingdom
carries. This is a community vested in the development of
their children, consistently ranking in the top schools in
the state with parents that are very active in their children’s
educations. The environment for growth within Solon makes
it a perfect fit for our mission.

What does your store sell and makes you unique
from other toy stores?
Sir Troy’s Toy Kingdom specializes in quality imaginationpowered toys for kids of all ages (kids and kidults). We don’t
chase the latest trends (think of that Hatchimal that kids
played with for a half hour and never touched again), but
rather the tried and true classic toys that provide hours of
imagination-powered fun (LEGO, Playmobil, crafts, dolls,
HotWheels, Barbie, models, trains, puzzles, games, etc.).
We carry those toys that will provide a lifetime of fond

Troy Cefaratti - Owner
memories: the board game played as a family, the favorite
stuffed animal, the model built with grandpa, the puzzle
done as a family or the LEGO set a child saved up birthday
money to buy.
Our buyers regularly travel to the New York Toy Fair and to
toy fairs as far as Germany to curate a selection of toys that
are unique and provide enriching imagination-powered play.
Our Solon location is also the largest independent toy store
in Ohio at almost 13,000 square feet.

What else would you like the residents of Solon to
know?
While we have experienced supply chain and shipping woes
like everyone else, we are working hard to keep our shelves
stocked and have new items arriving daily! Recently more
bath toys have arrived, and we have a HUGE shipment of
baby dolls coming from Adora and Madame Alexander and
additional action figures are arriving soon.
Watch for events too! The 4th Tuesday of every month is
probably our most popular
event: Minifig Swap.
Completely free event when
LEGO fans trade Minifigs!
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Want to spotlight your local business? Contact sbell@solonohio.org

